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Encryption Genre: Utilities License: Freeware Platform: Windows XP/Vista/7 Total Downloads: 3,6 1 Votes TouchPro 1.0.2.2 is an
easy-to-use and intuitive utility to modify file timestamps of selected files and directories. TouchPro allows you to apply file time
stamps in an instant. With this tool you can allow users to open file timestamps, edit file timestamps, change file timestamps, set
file timestamps, and manage file timestamps. Feature Summary Change the last access, last modified, and created time of selected
files and folders. It makes sense to take a look at the program's features, the benefits of using it, and the advantages in comparison
to other similar tools. Pro Version: The tool is available in demo mode. The pro version allows changing timestamps in batches,
along with various optional settings. By enabling these settings, it becomes more convenient and efficient to modify file
timestamps. There are detailed instructions for changing file timestamps. The “Help” menu also displays basic information about
available options for you to follow. File timestamps enable you to specify the date of creation, modification, and last access of a
particular file. Apart from that, it's possible to change access date and time, as well as set a specific date and time for folders and
the system. You can use the application via command-line or manually, without the need of a mouse. Command-line syntax is
available as well. It supports batch mode operation. After selecting the files, TouchPro checks if these are all valid and changes
their timestamps accordingly. It comes with a large number of options to configure. These include the date format, the date of the
creation, last modification, and last access, as well as the time format. TouchPro can display a list of the failed jobs. You can attend
to it later by selecting to Mark or to Report. The utility runs smoothly and doesn't take up a lot of system resources. If you need to
use it a lot, you can install it on multiple machines with ease. We think that TouchPro is a valuable tool to help you manage file
timestamps. It's easy to use, intuitive to operate

TouchPro License Key Full Free Download

TouchPro is an approachable application that enables you to seamlessly change the file timestamps through the right-click menu. It
features advanced settings that can be configured with ease even by unskilled users. Setup with context menu integration The
installation procedure doesn't take long and requires minimal intervention on your behalf. Once set up, the tool gets integrated into
the Windows Explorer context menu, thus giving you the possibility to change file timestamps. Batch processing is supported,
which means that you can edit timestamps for multiple selected files at once. Before doing so, it's necessary to configure the
settings. Set the new date and time These concern the date and time of creation, last modification and last access, which are
available in the demo. By upgrading to the pro version, you can also opt for the 24-hour time and short date format, touch read-only
items, picture and document time properties (Microsoft Office files), as well as view a list with failed jobs to be able to attend to
them later. Moreover, it's possible to activate message or sound alerts on successful tasks, modify the timestamps of folders, and
enable directory recursive mode. Unfortunately, these pro features cannot be tested in the demo edition of TouchPro. Evaluation
and conclusion Tasks were carried out quickly and successfully in our tests, without hanging, crashing or prompting error dialogs.
Unsurprisingly, the software program didn't hog system resources, as it needed a low amount of CPU and RAM to work properly.
Command-line support is integrated as well. Too bad that the pro options cannot be evaluated in demo mode. To sum it up,
TouchPro comes loaded with straightforward and practical options for changing file timestamps. However, we've seen these
features in freeware products. Nevertheless, you can test the utility for yourself.DETROIT — To fuel his long-shot campaign for
president, Bernard Sanders has drawn frequent comparisons to Sen. Bernie Sanders, I-Vt., the socialist senator who nearly swept the
Democratic primaries in 2016 and went on to lose the White House to Donald Trump. Now, Barack Obama's first ambassador to
the United Nations, Samantha Power, says it is "an almost ideal analogy" — a parallel that may have profound implications for the
Vermont senator's run for the nomination. "The way that Bernie stands for this kind of unshakable conviction and clarity and
authenticity in his worldview is certainly the most dynamic way that I could have 6a5afdab4c
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TouchPro is an easy-to-use utility that enables you to change timestamps of any type of files, quickly and effectively. Key features
of TouchPro include: - set the date and time of creation, last modification and last access for any file type: text, image, text
document, archive or compressed archive; - batch processing is supported, which means that you can edit timestamps for multiple
selected files at once; - the program requires a very low amount of system resources; - it allows you to switch date and time format
from 12/24 hour to 24-hour and short date format; - touch read-only items; - you can also change picture and document time
properties (Microsoft Office files); - view a list with failed jobs that can help you attend to the tasks later; - activation of message or
sound alerts on successful tasks; - modify timestamps of folders or files; - directory recursive mode. Special Discount Offer! Do
you want to save some of the best software on the net? When you download for free any program from this website you are
supporting me. If you like the program and want it to be completely free just click on the link to the main page. Any possible
question or request, just let me know and I will provide you with the most appropriate solution. 9/1/2016 - Version 4.7 (stable)
Vibration and sound alerts when converting jobs. Added a setting to enable/disable the vibration and sound alerts when converting
jobs. Version 4.7 (stable) Version 4.7 (stable) 9/1/2016 - Version 4.6 (stable) New file creation options for converted files. New file
creation options for files that have been converted to another format. Version 4.6 (stable) Version 4.6 (stable) 8/29/2016 - Version
4.5 (stable) System requirements improved. System requirements improved. Version 4.5 (stable) Version 4.5 (stable) 8/21/2016 -
Version 4.4 (stable) More flexible settings for Time Zone support. More flexible settings for the Time Zone support, it is now
easier to set it up for your specific needs. Version 4.4 (stable) Version 4

What's New in the TouchPro?

File timestamps can be set (as file creation, last modification and last access date/time) through the right-click menu with
TouchPro. The file timestamp editor can edit the date and time properties, which are available for Microsoft Office documents.
Another valuable feature is batch processing, which enables you to edit the timestamp of several selected items at once. TouchPro
is available for Windows XP and Windows Vista at the developer's site ( for $20. All available versions include 30-day trial.
TouchPro Screenshots: TouchPro Trial - TouchPro Trial is an approachable application that enables you to seamlessly change the
file timestamps through the right-click menu. It features advanced settings that can be configured with ease even by unskilled users.
Setup with context menu integration The installation procedure doesn't take long and requires minimal intervention on your behalf.
Once set up, the tool gets integrated into the Windows Explorer context menu, thus giving you the possibility to change file
timestamps. Batch processing is supported, which means that you can edit timestamps for multiple selected files at once. Before
doing so, it's necessary to configure the settings. Set the new date and time These concern the date and time of creation, last
modification and last access, which are available in the demo. By upgrading to the pro version, you can also opt for the 24-hour
time and short date format, touch read-only items, picture and document time properties (Microsoft Office files), as well as view a
list with failed jobs to be able to attend to them later. Moreover, it's possible to activate message or sound alerts on successful tasks,
modify the timestamps of folders, and enable directory recursive mode. Unfortunately, these pro features cannot be tested in the
demo edition of TouchPro. Evaluation and conclusion Tasks were carried out quickly and successfully in our tests, without hanging,
crashing or prompting error dialogs. Unsurprisingly, the software program didn't hog system resources, as it needed a low amount
of CPU and RAM to work properly. Command-line support is integrated as well. Too bad that the pro options cannot be evaluated
in demo mode. To sum it up, TouchPro comes loaded with straightforward and practical options for changing file timestamps.
However
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System Requirements For TouchPro:

- Windows 10 Pro, Windows 8.1 Pro - Windows 8, Windows 7 - Minimum 3 GB RAM - DirectX 11 compatible graphics card,
Nvidia / AMD recommended - A 64-bit Intel processor - In most cases, the game will be playable on most computers, however your
mileage may vary. - GeForce GTX 660 or better recommended Minimum graphics settings: - 32xAA - 32xAF Recommended
graphics settings: - High quality AA - High quality AF
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